
The CASPR Compact reduces pathogens, including 

SARS-CoV-2, in the air and on surfaces utilizing a 

proprietary photocatalytic conversion technology 

developed specifically for healthcare environments. 

The Medik converter reacts with the oxygen and 

humidity found in ambient air to continuously 

create highly e�ective oxidizing molecules 

including hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). CASPR 

Compact is safe for use in occupied space. It 

continuously reduces the level of clinically 

relevant pathogens throughout your 

environment without requiring additional 

resources or interrupting patient care.

The oxidizing molecules 
CASPR produces have been 

proven in multiple clinical and 
laboratory tests to be highly 

e�ective at attaining CFU 
reductions of up to 99.96% of 

pathogens including: MRSA, 
Clostridium di�cile, VRE, and 

Aspergillus Niger.

CASPR Compact is a new plug-and-play 
version of the CASPR system 

deployed in hospitals. It is perfect for smaller 
healthcare clinics and dental practices or 

spaces where portability is a must. The 
CASPR Compact is quiet and discreet and can 
cover areas up to 1,500 square feet.
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BRING HOSPITAL-GRADE
CONTINUOUS AIR AND  SURFACE 
PATHOGEN REDUCTION TO
YOUR PRACTICE.

4514 Cole Ave., Ste 600 | Dallas, TX 75205



BENEFITS 

EFFECTIVE AGAINST A

MULTITUDE OF VIRUSES

up to 99.96% kill rate of bacteria,
viruses, and molds on surfaces

provides continuous air and
surface protection

safe for use in occupied
spaces like waiting rooms
and operatories

proven to be highly e�ective
against pathogens, odors,
and VOCs

www.2cdentaltech.com
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Testing results indicate that CASPR materially reduces or eliminates microorganisms on surfaces in a controlled 
environment. Results showed Bacteria was reduced over 99.998%, Fungi was reduced over 95%, Methicillin Resis-
tant Staphylococcus (MRSA) was reduced over 99.98%, Influenza A (H1N1) was reduced over 99.93%, and MS2 
(virus) was reduced over 99.993%, on surfaces during the testing.
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*Testing performed by Microchem Laboratory using
ASTM E1153 Testing Methods

**These products are not intended to diagnose, treat,
or cure any disease.

© 2C Dental Technologies. CASPR is a trademark of CASPR Group.

SPECIFICATIONS
electrical 120/220 VAC, 50/60 HZ 70 watts
mechanical adjustable fan 460 cfm
dimensions 12”H x 9”W x 12”D 
weight  10 pounds 
max temp 150 F 
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“CASPR’s Natural Catalytic Converter was tested 

against SARS-CoV2 and was found to inactivate 

93% of the exposed viruses within 150 minutes.”

– University of Wisconsin School
of Medicine and Public Health


